
D E F E N D RY  

Security Suite
Automatically detect, report & 
respond to physical threats 24/7

Learn how to fortify your defenses and overall security posture with 
the Defendry Automated Threat Response Suite. Contact us today.

1 (833) 433-6379     Defendry.com

DEFENDRY  
 First Responder Drones

The fastest, surest response to an Active Shooter is multiple drones, flown remotely by expert pilots, 
to directly challenge and distract a shooter with blinding strobe lights and blaring speakers. The 
drones also provide critical intelligence to human first responders through their onboard cameras.

Drones are ready to respond 24/7 from the Defendry Drone in a Box™ where they are docked, 
constantly charged and tested for readiness by IoTalk  

Multiple drones can be expertly piloted remotely 

Daily environment monitoring with autonomous facility flight scans

Monitor common busy times from the air such as arrival and departure windows

DEFENDRY  
Weapons Recognition

Auto-detect Weapons & Intruder Threats
Using your existing security cameras, Defendry can auto-detect hundreds of different kinds 
of guns and weapons, and monitor for intruders such as banned former employees, expelled 
students, and more.

Gun, mask & intruder detection

Automated lockdown

“Human in the loop” verifies threat to reduce false alarms, notifies law enforcement and delivers 
crisis communication

Allows staff to provide pictures, description & location of threat to first responders

Turn on additional EyesOn Cameras in the location of the threat as needed

DEFENDRY  
Drone-In-A-Box

Defendry’s autonomous and easy-to-use drone solution is an advanced, safe, multi-mission  
drone-in-a-box system.

Ruggedized and extreme weather ready (heat and cold)

Auto re-charge and changing of batteries (6 batteries)

Schedule Patrols to cover any desired area (1.5 mile radius)

Stream video back to monitoring station

Fly fully autonomously



Automated Threat Response 
Save lives. Maximize Safety. Minimize Liability.

The Defendry Security Suite is a powerful, automated set of components designed to work seamlessly together, whether you only 

need one or two components, or the entire suite. IoTalk™ is the hub of the entire security suite and gives operations teams the ability  

to pre-plan every detail of automatic threat response by creating customized, pre-programmed, often complex workflows, to speed a  

well-coordinated response to any type of threat.

IoTalk leverages your existing security infrastructure and integrates the Defendry suite of products to support existing security 

processes and protocols while enhancing your ability to identify and respond faster than ever before. IoTalk is your central automated 

hub for response and crisis communication to any threat.

Today’s threats are evolving rapidly, putting security teams 

and systems to the ultimate test, and putting people at risk. In 

most cases, your security team’s ability to identify and respond 

to potential threats is severely limited or delayed by outdated 

technology and tools. Most often, 911 emergency response 

takes far too long. Enter Defendry. 

Upgrade your security posture to keep pace with today’s 

dynamic threat environment, and to fortify your business or 

organization with an advanced, fully-integrated system of 

security products. Defendry is uniquely designed to save lives, 

maximize safety and minimize liability.

TRUSTED BY

Defendry Security Modules

DEFENDRY  
 SeeSay Mobile App

Free Panic Button & Tip Reporting
SeeSay, Defendry’s free panic button and tip reporting mobile app, is the perfect way to get started 
because it costs you nothing, is fast and easy to deploy, and quickly makes everyone part of your 
security solution. SeeSay empowers anyone with a smartphone to send texts, alerts and video of 
potential threats directly to your security staff. SeeSay can exponentially speed intelligence and 
communication as a potential threat situation emerges.

Unlimited users

Panic button & tip reporting

Smartphone instantly turns into a security camera

Secure direct messaging with security staff

Everyone is part of your security solution

Automated crisis response when IoTalk is added 

DEFENDRY  
 EyesOn™ Cameras

Integrated Security Cameras
Inexpensive cameras designed for “emergency only”, the EyesOn Cameras help extend visual 
monitoring beyond your current camera system. They are automatically turned on by IoTalk in the 
location of the detected threat. This kind of camera automation allows your security team and first 
responders to quickly see and visually assess the active situation over a much wider area.  

Instant, auto-delivery of images to security staff phones in the location of a threat

Human-verify threats 

Quickly and easily trigger law enforcement notification and mass emergency alert

24/7 rapid response monitoring

Instant images via text for other security incidents (fire alarm, glass break detection, etc.)

DEFENDRY  
 Gunshot Sensors

Auto-Detect Indoor & Outdoor Gunshots
Advanced gunshot sensors automatically detect indoor and outdoor gunshots and send an 
immediate alert to the Defendry IoTalk system. From there you can set the system to automatically 
put your facility on partial or full lockdown, then notify your onsite team in addition to 911, and 
initiate all pre-planned workflows stored in IoTalk.

Indoor & outdoor gunshot detection

Automatic lockdown capability

Auto-notify human verification of alert

Auto-notify 911

Auto-send mass emergency alerts

Monitor rapid response status


